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28 October – 3 November 2018
Abstract. The meeting focused on the last advances in particle systems.
The talks covered a broad range of topics, ranging from questions in crys-
tallization and atomistic systems to mesoscopic models of defects to machine
learning approaches and computational aspects.
Mathematics Subject Classification (2010): 49x, 74x, 82Dx.
Introduction by the Organisers
Let us start by Richard Feynman’s famous quote on the atomistic hypothesis from
his Lectures on Physics (vol. 1, chapter 1):
If, in some cataclysm, all of scientific knowledge were to be destroyed, and
only one sentence passed on to the next generations of creatures, what
statement would contain the most information in the fewest words? I
believe it is the atomic hypothesis (or the atomic fact, or whatever you
wish to call it) that all things are made of atoms–little particles that move
around in perpetual motion, attracting each other when they are a little
distance apart, but repelling upon being squeezed into one another. In that
one sentence, you will see, there is an enormous amount of information
about the world, if just a little imagination and thinking are applied.
Understanding the macroscopic behavior of matter from fundamental principles
is indeed among the most fascinating open challenges in Materials Science. Here,
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one is interested in the study of particle systems driven by quantum mechanical
interaction potentials. The precise description of large particle systems geometry is
presently still eluding a comprehensive mathematical discussion. The emergence of
large structures such as crystals, patterns, interfaces, and Wulff shapes as well as in
the quantification of defects and surface instability effects are presently attracting
significant attention.
The micro-mechanics of particle systems has to be addressed in order to de-
scribe elastic response, especially across scales, the emergence of mesoscopic micro-
structures such as fractures or grain boundaries, and the dynamics of dislocations
and defects. By increasing the size of the system one is then interested in the
passage to continua where, possibly, mesoscopic length or timescales arise.
A thorough and comprehensive understanding of such diverse phenomena will
eventually have to be approached from different angles and hinge on combined
efforts: Starting from first principles considerations and classical point mechanics,
methods from statistical physics as well as variational techniques will have to be
employed, modeling issues need to be addressed at various mesoscales, and efficient
numerical schemes are to be developed at large scales resolving atomistic defects.
The workshop, organized by Andrea Braides (Roma), Bernd Schmidt (Augs-
burg), Ulisse Stefanelli (Vienna), and Florian Theil (Warwick), aimed at presenting
recent and promising achievements in this wide area. Over 50 participants with
broad geographic representation and a variety of research fields intervened, each
revealing different methodology, interests, and level of abstraction.
Among the many themes presented during the workshop, we record here
- Γ-convergence for crystalline models and for discretizations of free-discon-
tinuity problems, also in presence of anisotropies.
- Optimal geometry of distributed masses on a Bravais lattice and particle
numerical methods.
- Defects in crystals, stratified lower-dimensional crystalline structures, their
mechanical and electronic properties.
- Variational problems for clustering on large graphs.
- Hyperuniformity and the phase transition between order and disorder in
particle systems.
- Carbon nanostructures, nanotubes, and ripples in graphene.
- Collective behaviors in multiagents systems.
- Machine learning approaches to image reconstruction, empirical inter-
atomic potentials, and large data clouds.
One of the organizers’ main goal was to generate a strong interaction between
various subjects and people working on different aspects of particle systems with
different backgrounds. Approximately 25 talks were delivered by experts in the
fields and post-docs and stimulated a lot of discussions in a friendly and inspiring
atmosphere, that contributed to the overall success of the meeting. In particular,
four participants (Carola-Bibiane Schönlieb, Charles Radin, Paolo Cermelli, Dejan
Slepcev) contributed longer talks, broader in context, and hinting to many open
issues.
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Scaling limits and decay of correlations for non-convex energies
Stefan Adams
We study non-convex perturbations of the massless free Gaussian field (GFF) in
dimensions d = 2, 3. We first show [2] the strict convexity of the surface tension
for large enough β (low temperatures) and sufficiently small tilt, using multi-scale
(renormalisation group theory) techniques based on a finite range decomposition
of the underlying background Gaussian measure in [3].
Note also that, due to the gradient interaction, the Hamiltonian has a contin-
uous symmetry. In particular this implies that no Gibbs measures on Zd exist
for dimensions d = 1, 2 where the field ’delocalises’. If one considers the corre-
sponding random field of gradients (discrete gradient image of the height field ϕ)
it is clear that its distribution depends on the gradient of the boundary condition
of the height field. One can also introduce gradient Gibbs measures in terms of
conditional distributions satisfying DLR equations. For strictly convex interaction
W with bounds on the second derivative, Funaki and Spohn proved in 1997 the
existence and uniqueness of an extremal, i.e. ergodic, gradient Gibbs measure for
each tilt u ∈ Rd. In the case of non-convex W , uniqueness of the ergodic gradient
component can be violated, for tilt u = 0. We discuss in [4] recent extensions of
the results in [2]. In [4] we are using better finite range decomposition techniques
to tackle the loss of regularity in [2]. The main topic is the Gaussian decay of the
two-point correlation functions for the class of non-convex potentials studied in
[2] which has been done in [1] for small tilts and large inverse temperature. We
finally discuss the scaling limit to the continuum GFF for the class non-convex
potentials studied in [2, 4], in particular we are confident to prove the conjecture
that the variance of the continuum GFF is given by the Hessian of the surface
tensions for the small tilt and large inverse temperature. The prove of the latter
statement requires a careful renormalisation group analysis of the quotient of par-
tition functions using the strict convexity of the corresponding surface tension in
[2] and an expansion of involving non-constant tilt conditions.
References
[1] S. Adams, Gaussian decay of correlations for non-convex potentials, preprint December
(2018).
[2] S. Adams, R. Kotecký and S. Müller, Strict convexity of the surface tension for non-convex
potentials, 157 pages, arXiv:1606.09541 June (2016).
[3] S. Adams, R. Kotecký and S. Müller, Finite range decomposition for families of gradient
Gaussian measures, Journal of Functional Analysis 264, 169–206 (2013).
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Models with Non-convex Potentials, in preparation (2018).
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Three diffraction snippets
Michael Baake
Via three short examples, some persistent problems and recent developments in
diffraction theory are presented. In particular, hyperuniformity via scaling near
the origin, the inverse problem in the presence of absolutely continuous spectrum,
and the coexistence of long-range order and entropy are addressed.
Scaling near the origin. The analysis of patch fluctuations in Delone and
more general point sets in Euclidean space are connected with the scaling be-
haviour of the total diffraction intensity near the origin. In one dimension, de-
tailed studies have been made in the context of aperiodic systems [5]. Several
of the results were rediscovered and extended more recently in [6], though some
proofs are still missing.
For regular model sets in R with Euclidean internal space of dimension one
and an interval as a window (see [1] for general background), the generic scaling





= O(x2) as x→ 0.
This behaviour ultimately emerges from sin(z)z = O(z−1) as z → ∞, where the
relation between z and x results from the ⋆-map of the projection formalism.





= O(x4) as x→ 0. This is due to sampling sin(z)z along a sequence
of points that lie near the zeros of sin(z) and thus lead to a faster decay rate.
All cases where this phenomenon occurs are related to an underlying inflation
symmetry of the system, which has strong spectral consequences via an exact
renormalisation relation; see [2] and references therein.
An isospectral family. The classic, binary Rudin–Shapiro (RS) sequence,
which was earlier described by Golay (see [1] and references therein), provides
a deterministic example of a weighted point set with linear complexity (hence
zero entropy) and vanishing two-point correlations. Choosing weights of opposite
sign, ±1 say, leads to a bi-infinite sequence w = (wi)i∈Z with the corresponding





= x for any x > 0.
A Bernoullisation is achieved by randomly flipping the sign of wi, independently




. Here, p = 0 is the deterministic RS
sequence, while p = 12 gives a fair coin tossing sequence with entropy log(2).
The entropy changes continuously from 0 to log(2) as one increases p, while the
diffraction measure almost surely (in the sense of the underlying Bernoulli process)
remains unchanged, which means that we have an isospectral family. In this family,
diffraction is totally blind to entropy, and it is clear that the inverse problem of
structure determination becomes more complicated in such a situation.
Random Inflations. The classic Fibonacci substitution [1] defined by a 7→ ab
and b 7→ a on the binary alphabet A = {a, b} results in an aperiodic, symbolic
dynamical system of Sturmian type, hence with minimal complexity n + 1 for
the number of subwords of length n. The same hull is obtained from the variant
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b 7→ a 7→ ba. Matters change when a 7→ ab or a 7→ ba are applied randomly and
independently for every letter of type a (together with b 7→ a always). This defines











The precise nature of this number s is unknown.
Now, if one realises each symbolic sequence as a tiling with two interval types
of fixed length, each realisation of this kind results in a system with long-range
order — despite the fact that one has positive entropy. This applies to all elements
of the hull, and not just to almost all as one might expect. More precisely, the
diffraction spectrum (as well as the dynamical spectrum) is of mixed type, with a
pure point and an absolutely continuous component, but no singular continuous
one [3]. No non-trivial eigenfunction of the corresponding dynamical system (under
the translation action of R) is continuous, though they all are when restricted to a
suitable subset of the hull of full measure. This coexistence of long-range order and
entropy seems an important property that is relevant for applications in physics,
but has not been understood very well so far.
References
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Finite-difference discretization of the Ambrosio-Tortorelli functional
Annika Bach
(joint work with Andrea Braides, Caterina Ida Zeppieri)
The variational approach to problems in image segmentation often leads to the
minimization of a so-called free-discontinuity functional, i.e., a functional consist-
ing of competing volume and surface terms. Indeed, the reconstruction of objects
and object contours in a possibly distorted grey-scale image g : Rn ⊃ Ω → [0, 1]
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in the space SBV (Ω). Here Su denotes the jump set of u. Unfortunately, it
is notoriously difficult to minimize MS numercially. In order to bypass these
difficulties, Ambrosio and Tortorelli [1, 2] provide an approximation of MS in the











defined for u, v ∈ W 1,2(Ω). These functionals are now ready for numerical im-
plementation using, e.g., finite elements or finite differences. According to [4] a
finite-elements discretization of ATε preserves the convergence to the Mumford-
Shah functional provided that the discretization step-size δ = δ(ε) satisfies δ ≪ ε.
It is, however not clear if this condition holds always true in the numerical imple-
mentation. Indeed, here it might also happen that δ and ε are comparable. Then
one would expect that the underlying mesh should affect the Γ-limit as it is the
case, e.g., in the discretization of the Modica-Mortola functionals analyzed in [5].
Motivated by the analysis carried out in [5], in [3] we consider a finite-difference

































and we analyze its asymptotic behavior as ε and δ simultaneously tend to zero.
More precisely, if ℓ = limε
δ
ε then [3, Theorem 2.1] determines the Γ-limit Eℓ of
the sequence (Eε) in all the three scaling regimes ℓ = 0, ℓ ∈ (0,+∞), ℓ = +∞. In
fact, we show that E0(u) =MS(u) as in [4], while for ℓ ∈ (0,+∞) and n = 2 the








for some surface integrand ϕℓ depending on the approximate normal νu to Su.
Finally, in the regime ℓ = +∞ the Γ-limit is finite only on W 1,2(Ω) and is given
by the Dirichlet part of the energy, i.e., E∞(u) =
∫
Ω |∇u|2 dx.
We notice that while the Γ-limit in the two extreme regimes ℓ = 0 or ℓ = +∞
can be computed explicitly using slicing and blow-up techniques, in the critical case
ℓ ∈ (0,+∞) we first use an abstract argument to prove that up to subsequences
the Γ-limit exists and can be represented as an integral functional [3, Theorems
5.3, 5.5]. Based on this result we show that if n = 2 the whole sequence (Eε) Γ-
converges to the functional Eℓ given by (1) and we also provide an explicit formula
for the surface integrand ϕℓ, which reflects the geometry of the underlying lattice.
References
[1] L. Ambrosio and V. M. Tortorelli, Approximation of functionals depending on jumps by
elliptic functionals via Γ-convergence, Comm. Pure Appl. Math. 43 no. 8 (1990), 999–1036.
[2] L. Ambrosio and V. M. Tortorelli, On the approximation of free-discontinuity problems,
Boll. Un. Mat. Ital. (7) 6-B (1992), 105–123.
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Funct. Anal. and Optimiz. 15 (1994), 201–224.
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Soft Lattice Theta Functions
Laurent Bétermin
(joint work with Hans Knüpfer, Universität Heidelberg)
We study the Gaussian energy per point of masses, given by radially symmet-
ric probability measures, located on lattices. More precisely, we investigate the









where L = ⊕di=1Zui ⊂ Rd is a Bravais lattice, z ∈ Rd, α > 0 and µ, ν ∈ P(Rd) are
two radially symmetric probability measures. In particular, two kinds of problems
are interesting, for fixed µ, ν and α > 0:
(P1) What is the minimizer of L 7→ θµL+νz (α) among Bravais lattices of fixed
density? That corresponds to find the optimal crystal structure that min-
imizes the Gaussian energy.
(P2) What is the minimizer of z 7→ θµL+νz (α) on the unit cell QL of a given
lattice L? That corresponds to find the optimal location of a mass that
has the lowest Gaussian interaction energy with the smeared out lattice
L.
Those problems have been investigated in the Dirac masses case, i.e. the mini-
mization of the lattice theta function and the translated theta function defined
by











in [8, 9, 6, 7, 5, 2], and several results are now known, including:
(1) The optimality of the triangular lattice Λ1 among Bravais lattices of unit
density for L 7→ θL(α) and any fixed α > 0.
(2) The local minimality of the FCC (resp. BCC) lattice, among Bravais
lattices of unit density, for L 7→ θL(α), if α is large (resp. small) enough,
as well as for some discrete values of α.
(3) The minimality of the BCC lattice among Body-Centred-Orthorhombic
lattices of unit density, for some discrete values of α.
(4) The local minimality of D4, E8 and the Leech lattice, among Bravais
lattices of unit density, for L 7→ θL(α) in dimensions {4, 8, 24}.
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(5) The minimality of the center of QL, when L ⊂ Rd is an orthorhombic
lattice, for z 7→ θL+z(α) and any fixed α > 0.
(6) The minimality of the two barycenters of the primitive triangles composing
the unit cell of the triangular lattice QΛ1 , for z 7→ θL+z(α) and any fixed
α > 0.
In [4], we have shown that (1), i.e. the optimality of the triangular lattice, stays
true for L 7→ θµL+νz(α) if µ, ν are absolutely continuous with respect to the
Lebesgue measure and with a density x 7→ ρ(|x|2) where ρ is a completely mono-
tone function (let us call CM such measures), or if µ, ν are sufficiently rescaled
around the lattice points. The proof is based on an approximation argument
which we have adapted in [3] for any dimension and for the translated theta func-
tion, proving that the known results (1)–(6) for (P1) and (P2) stay true for CM
measures or if they are enough rescaled around the points, exactly as previously
explained in the triangular lattice case.
Furthermore, both Sarnak-Strömbergsson [9] and Cohn-Kumar’s [6] conjectures
also hold for masses interaction:
(CK) For any α > 0, the triangular lattice Λ1 is the unique minimizer of L 7→
θµL+νz (α) among periodic configurations (i.e. union of Bravais lattices)
of unit density, if µ, ν are CM measures or enough rescaled around the
lattice points.
(SS) If α > 1 (resp. α < 1), then the FCC (resp. BCC) lattice is the unique
minimizer of L 7→ θµL+νz (α) among periodic configurations of unit density,
if µ, ν are CM measures or enough rescaled around the lattice points.
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Understanding the long-range elastic field induced by a crystal defect
Julian Braun
(joint work with Maciej Buze, Hong M. Duong, Thomas Hudson, Christoph
Ortner)
Crystalline solids consist of regions of periodic atom arrangements, which are bro-
ken by various types of defects. These defects induce long-range displacements
fields on the surrounding lattice. E.g., for a straight dislocation, this nonlinear,
discrete displacement field is classically approximated by continuum linear elas-
ticity theory (CLE). Much more recently, in [1], the authors have shown how to
make such an approximation rigorous starting from atomistic models by providing
quantitative error bounds in terms of the distance to the defect core.
In our work, [2, 4], we show how to substantially improve on the CLE far-field
description. Indeed, we construct a far field development if higher order approxi-
mations. There are two very different types of contribution to such a development.
On the one side are terms that can be described by linear elliptic continuum PDEs.
These start with the CLE approximation and continue with nonlinear terms, strain
gradient terms, etc. On the other side is a vectorial multipole expansion, that de-
scribes the far field effects of the atomistic core structure.
This results are shown for point defects and screw dislocations but some nu-
merical evidence is presented, that they still hold true for more general defects if
adapted appropriately, even if this can not be shown mathematically.
As special case, we get a rigorous characterisation of the leading order far field
displacement field of a point defect, which can not be described in a continuum
framework but comes from an effective force dipole of the atomistic core structure
around the point defect.
Furthermore, two strong application of this theory are presented. First, the
knowledge about the far field can used to understand the convergence of supercell
approximations for the energy, a vibrational entropy, and combined give a result
on the thermodynamic limit of transition rates in point defect diffusion, see [3].
(The rates considered here are the predictions of harmonic transition state theory.)
These results include precise convergence rates. And second, the new descriptions
of higher order far field approximations directly lead to a new sequential multi-
scale algorithm for the computation of crystalline defects. The idea is to start by
computing a number of continuum terms in the far-field and then use them as a
boundary condition for a fully atomistic computation on a fairly small domain.
The multipole expansion can be obtained in a small iteration of this procedure
with improved boundary conditions based on the defect force multipoles.
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The Γ-limit of the cut functional on dense graph sequences
Paolo Cermelli
(joint work with Andrea Braides, Simone Dovetta)
Large graphs are nowadays common objects of study, and often their analysis is
carried out by studying the asymptotic behavior of sequences of graphs, that either
result from generative models or retain some outstanding topological feature of the
large graph they are meant to approximate. Further insight can be obtained when
appropriate notions of convergence and limit objects of graph sequences are used.
In this work we use convergence in cut-norm of graphons to study the asymptotics
of the simplest interaction problem in large graphs: the bipartition problem.
The fundamental theory of converging graph sequences and graphons has been
developed by Benjamini and Schramm, Lovász, Borgs et al. in [1], [2], [3], [4]: we
sketch below some of the basic ideas. Loosely speaking, a graphon is a measurable
functionW : [0, 1]2 → R that is a functional representation of the adjacency matrix
of a graph whose nodes fill the interval [0, 1]. More precisely, consider a sequence of
simple graphs {Gn}n∈N, let V (Gn) be the vertex set, and Anij the adjacency matrix
of Gn, and assume that the sequence is a dense graph sequence, i.e., the number
of nodes and edges of Gn grow as n and n
2, respectively. We can associate to
each Gn a piecewise constant function on [0, 1]
2 as follows: fix any labeling of the
nodes, divide the interval [0, 1] in n equal-sized intervals {Ini }i=1,...,n, and define
the piecewise-constant function WGn on [0, 1]
2 by
WGn(x, y) = Aij if (x, y) ∈ Ini × Inj ;
if we define the cut norm of a graphon as







with the supremum taken over all measurable subsets S, T of [0, 1], then we say
that the sequence {Gn}n∈N converges to W in the cut norm if
||W −WGn || → 0 as n→ +∞.
A fundamental theorem of [6] guarantees that, modulo relabeling, a dense graph
sequence always admits a limit graphon.
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In this work we study the asymptotic behavior of graph functionals of the







where ũ : V (Gn) → {−1,+1} is a spin function on Gn. The above functional
is the simplest energy functional of a system in which each node can be in a
binary state in {−1, 1} and the interactions between nodes are described by the













This minimum problem has a natural interpretation in terms of the bisection
problem for the graphs Gn, an important problem in applications. Indeed, letting
Sn = {i ∈ V (Gn) : ũ(i) = +1}, Scn = V (Gn) \ Sn,
then the only non-vanishing terms in (1) are those that involve pairs of nodes i, j
such that either i ∈ Sn and j ∈ Scn or j ∈ Sn and i ∈ Scn, so that, granted the














n) is the number of edges that connect Sn to S
c
n. Hence, the mini-
mization of the functional (1) over spin functions in Ẽn is equivalent to finding the
subdivision of V (Gn) into equal parts that minimizes the size of the cut between
the two communities Sn and S
c
n.
To study the asymptotic behaviour of the minimization problems (2) we com-
pute the Γ-limit of the sequence of cut functionals (1). Indeed, Γ-convergence
guarantees that the minima of the cut functionals converge to the minima of their
limit [5].
Our main result is the representation, in terms of Young measures, of the Γ-
limit of a sequence of cut functionals of quite general form, that allows to study
the multi-partition problem in the dense-graph limit. The Γ-limit of functionals










where the kernelW (x, y) is the limit graphon associated to the sequence of graphs
{Gn}n∈N, and νx is a spin Young measure on [0, 1], i.e., a probability measure with
support on {−1, 1}, parametrized by x ∈ [0, 1]. The interval [0, 1] plays here the
role of the set of nodes of the graph in the limit.
The fact that the bisection problem has a solution in terms of a probability
measure reflects the fact that, when the graph has a large number of connections,
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the distinction between the communities can be blurry, and what makes sense is
just to compute the probability that a node belongs to one of the two communities.
The limit functional (3) admits a simpler representation, noting that Young
measures with support in {−1, 1} can be written as
νx = θ(x)δ1 + (1− θ(x))δ−1 for almost all x ∈ [0, 1],










W (x, y)θ(x)(1 − θ(y))dxdy θ ∈ L∞([0, 1], [0, 1])
+∞ θ ∈ L∞([0, 1]) \ L∞([0, 1], [0, 1]).
The above form of the cut functional allows to explicitly compute the minimal-cut
















Figure 1. The structure of the optimal bipartition in the half
graph. (a): standard representation; (b): a schematic representa-
tion of the communities: ‘hg’ stands for a half-graph connectivity
between two communities of size k (involving k(k + 1)/2 edges),
while ‘bc’ stands for a complete bipartite connectivity (k2 edges).
Dashed lines are the cuts.
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A maximal fluctuation estimate of Wulff shapes on 2d lattices
Marco Cicalese
(joint work with Gian Paolo Leonardi)
Let L be a periodic lattice in R2 of spacing 1 and degree l; i.e.,
min{|x− y|, x, y ∈ L} = 1,
#{y ∈ L : |x− y| = 1} = l, ∀x ∈ L.
For a given configuration of N lattice points, say X = {x1, x2, . . . , xN} ∈ LN , we
define the function b : X 7→ N which assigns to each x ∈ X the number of its
loose bonds, that is the number of its nearest neighbours that do not belong to
X , namely
b(x) = l −#{y ∈ X : |x− y| = 1}.





At leading order such an energy agrees with the so called Gibbs excess energy of
N atoms which crystallise on the lattice L and occupy the positions of the con-
figuration X . According to the Gibbs theory, as N grows low energy microscopic
configurations converge in an appropriate sense to the shape of a macroscopic
crystal grain.
For x ∈ L we define V (x) = {y ∈ R2 : |y−x| ≤ |y−z|, z ∈ L} to be the Voronoi
cell of the lattice point x. To any configuration X ∈ LN we associate the Voronoi
set V (X) =
⋃N
i=1 V (xi). It is well known (see for instance [1]) that, as N → ∞
the ground states of EN , say Y are not unique and converge (in the L
1 sense of
the characteristic functions of 1N V (
Y√
N
)) to the unique Wulff shape associated to





and satisfying the constraint |W | = |V (X)|. In the formula above ϕL : S1 →
[0,+∞) is a 1-homogeneous function such that {x ∈ R2 : ϕL(x) ≤ 1} is a polygon
whose anisotropy reflects the anisotropy of the lattice. The estimate of the rate of
convergence of the Voronoi set of a (almost) minimum of EN to the Wulff shape
WN of the limit functional with the same Lebesgue measure (|WN | = |V (X)|),
takes the name of maximal fluctuation estimate. The following holds true:
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Theorem 1. Let X ∈ LN and αN > 0 be such that
EN (X)−minEN (X) ≤ αN .
Then, there exists a universal constant C > 0 such that
min{|V (X)△(x+WN )|, x ∈ R2} ≤ C N3/4
√
1 + αN .
As a corollary, if X is a minimum of EN , in which case αN = 0, we obtain the
so-called N3/4-law (see [2, 3, 5, 7]). The theorem above is proved reducing the
maximal fluctuation estimate to a sharp quantitative isoperimetric inequality for
crystalline perimeters proved in [4]. As a final comment, we notice that a similar
soft argument can be used also in higher dimension, but it does not lead to the
sharp fluctuation estimate for minimisers. For instance in the case L = Z3 it would
give the scaling N5/6, while it has been recently proved in [6] that in this case the
optimal scaling remains N3/4.
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Γ-convergence of the Heitmann-Radin sticky disc energy to the
crystalline perimeter
Lucia De Luca
(joint work with Matteo Novaga, Marcello Ponsiglione)
The sticky disc model has been introduced by Heitmann and Radin [2] and is the
most basic potential mimicking attraction at long range and repulsion at short
range. In such a model, particles are identified with impenetrable spheres (sticky
discs) which maximize the number of their contact points. Given N discs in the
plane, all of them having diameter equal to one and centered at points x1, . . . , xN ,
the corresponding Heitmann-Radin energy is given by





V (|xj − xi|) ,
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+∞ if r < 1 ,
−1 if r = 1 ,
0 if r > 1 .
Together with the soft-disc affine case treated in [7], this is the only two dimen-
sional model for which finite positional crystallization has been proven, i.e., it has
been shown that for every N ∈ N, the minimizers of the energy E among the
configurations XN = {x1, . . . , xN} are subsets of a unique equilateral triangular
lattice with unitary lattice spacing. The first proof of this result has been provided
in [2] and it exploits an ansatz on the exact value of the minimal energy, which is
EN = −[3N −
√
12N − 3] ,
where [x] denotes the greatest integer less than or equal to the real number x .
Roughly speaking, the minimal energy consists of a bulk term that is equal to
−3N and of a perimeter term which is proportional to
√
N .
Here we consider the asymptotic behavior of the energy E in the perimeter-
scaling regime, without assuming that the particles lie on a reference lattice, i.e.,
we consider particle configurations XN = {x1, . . . , xN} ⊂ R2 such that
(1) E(XN ) + 3N ≤ C
√
N.





and a piecewise constant orientation θN defined on the trian-
gular faces of the discrete graph generated by the configuration XN (in the spirit
of [3]). We prove that in the regime (1), the measures µN converge - as N → ∞ -
to 1Ωdx for some set Ω of finite perimeter. Such a result had already been proven
in [1], using a more general interaction potential and assuming that the graph is
connected. However, the main novelty of our result concerns with the compactness
for the orientation variable θN . Indeed, we show that the orientations θN con-
verge to some θ ∈ SBV (Ω) , where θ =∑j∈J θj1ωj with J ⊆ N and {ωj}j being
a Caccioppoli partition of Ω . Here each ωj represents a grain of the polycrystal
Ω , endowed with orientation θj .
Roughly speaking, we prove that the Heitmann-Radin energy enforces crystal-
lization not only for minimizers, but also for configurations satisfying (1). But
while for minimizers the orientation of the underlying lattice is constant, for al-
most minimizers global orientation can be disrupted, giving rise to polycrystalline
structure.
Moreover, we compute the Γ-limit of the energy functionals whenever the limit
orientation (but not the orientation for finite N) is constant, i.e., in the case of
a single crystal θ = θ̄1Ω . In this case the Γ-limit is given by the anisotropic
perimeter of Ω , where the anisotropy corresponds to a Finsler metric whose Wulff
shapes are hexagons with orientation θ̄ . The proof of the Γ-liminf inequality
exploits the representation formulas, introduced in [3], that allow to rewrite the
Heitmann-Radin energy in terms of the discrete perimeter of the graph generated
by the particles.
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For polycrystals, where the orientation is not constant, one expects some addi-
tional surface contribution, induced by grain boundaries. The sharp grain bound-
ary energy, and in turn the Γ-limit in the general case, are not available at the
present. Nevertheless, we provide upper and lower bounds for the energy also in
the case of polycrystals. On the one hand, such bounds, although non optimal,
are enough to show that, depending on the (macroscopic) shape of the limit set
Ω, both the single crystal and the polycrystalline structure could be energetically
favorable. On the other hand, according to the lower bound, the energy at grain
boundaries is larger than a positive constant which does not depend on the mag-
nitude of the jump [θ] of the orientation function. This is in contrast with the
Read-Shockley formula [8], which predicts that the energy density at grain bound-
aries is proportional to |[θ]| log(|[θ]|). In this respect, the sticky disc model predicts
a grain boundary energy higher than the one for real crystals, where elastic defor-
mations together with edge dislocations decrease the number of atoms with wrong
coordination number, relaxing the energy density to lower states [6, 5].
Therefore, a natural question is whether our results can be extended to more
general interaction potentials, which are less rigid and take into account also elastic
deformations. A first step in this direction would be to consider the soft-disc affine
potential in [7].
For Lennard Jones type potentials, in [9] it is proven that the asymptotic energy
density of minimizers is consistent with that of the regular triangular lattice. To
our knowledge, our result is the first providing asymptotic (local) crystallization by
compactness arguments for almost minimizers of some explicit canonical, although
very simple and rigid, interaction potential.
The results presented here are proven in [4].
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Ripples in graphene: A variational approach
Manuel Friedrich
(joint work with Ulisse Stefanelli)
Graphene is a one-atom thick layer of carbon atoms arranged in a regular hexago-
nal lattice whose serendipitous discovery in 2005 sparkled research on two-dimen-
sional materials systems. Graphene is locally two-dimensional but not flat: wavy
patterns on the scale of approximately one hundred atom spacings have been exper-
imentally identified [4] and computationally investigated [1]. Whereas nanoscale
ripples appear in suspended samples, free graphene samples in absence of support
have the tendency to roll-up in tube-like structures. Besides the academic interest,
the understanding of the fine geometry of graphene sheets is of a great applicative
significance since it is regarded to be the relevant scattering mechanism limiting
electronic mobility.
The goal of the papers [2, 3] is to address the phenomenon of rippling and
rolling-up in graphene by identifying global minimizers of configurational energies
in the frame of Molecular Mechanics. The actual configuration of a graphene sheet
is identified with a three-dimensional deformation of the ideal hexagonal lattice.
To each deformation, we associate an energy which is the sum over cell energies
of the form





v2(|yi − yi−1|) +
6∑
i=1




where {y1, . . . , y6} denote the actual positions of six atoms {x1, . . . , x6} in the
reference configuration corresponding to a simple cycle in the hexagonal graph
(arranged counterclockwise). Here, the first two terms correspond to nearest-
neighbors and next-to-nearest-neighbors, respectively, and by θi we indicate the
bond angle at yi formed by the segments {yi+1, yi} and {yi−1, yi} which is less or
equal to π. The two-body interaction potential v2 is supposed to be short-range
repulsive and long-range attractive with its minimum value attained only at 1.
On the other hand, the three-body interaction density v3 is assumed to attain the
minimum value only at 2π/3, reflecting sp2 covalent bonding in carbon, see [5].
An elementary argument shows that a deformation is a ground state if and
only if the cell energy of each hexagonal cell is minimized. It turns out that, for
minimizers of the cell energy, all bonds have length ℓ∗ ≤ 1 and all angles have
amplitude θ∗ < 2π/3. In particular, this gives rise to two different optimal cell
geometries which are both nonplanar. Identifying ground-state deformations then
consists in understanding how these optimal cell geometries can be combined to
globally admissible deformations.
The main result of the paper [2] provides a complete classification of ground-
state deformations of the hexagonal lattice. By exploiting the geometric com-
patibility of the cell geometries, we prove that all energy minimizers are either
periodic in one direction, as in the case of ripples, or rolled up, as in the case
of nanotubes. In particular, the result shows that the geometry of minimizers
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is completely determined by sections which are orthogonal to the direction along
which the configurations are periodic.
In [3], we refine the analysis further and investigate the emergence of spe-
cific wave patterning for such orthogonal sections (and hence for the whole three-
dimensional configurations). The occurrence of rolled-up ground states can be
avoided by additionally imposing periodic boundary conditions, which experimen-
tally corresponds to clamp the edges of a suspended graphene sample. Still, a
large variety of energy minimizers with many different (nonperiodic) geometries is
possible.
Therefore, we specialize the description via a generalized energy which addition-
ally takes longer-range interactions (third neighbors) into account. This choice of
the energy leads to a finer characterization of energy minimizers since the energy
accounts also for curvature changes of the section. More precisely, the main result
of [3] states that, up to lower-order terms, almost minimizers of the energy can
be viewed as compositions of waves with a specific optimal wavelength. Here, the
crucial point is that this wavelength is independent of the size of the system, which
corresponds to experimental and computational findings [1, 4].
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Dynamics of particle systems with a separation constraint
Maria Stella Gelli
(joint work with M. Bongini, M. Novaga)
Starting from the pioneering works [4, 5] the study of the behaviour of large par-
ticles systems has gained a lot of popularity thanks also to its connection with
many models in applied sciences. Looking at particles as individuals in phenom-
ena of crowd motion or as molecular grains in the framework of fluid mechanics, in
this work we are interested in establishing the (asymptotic) dynamics of a system
of N -particles interacting through a velocity field V and subject to the physical
constraint that their mutual distances cannot be lower than a given threshold 2r.
In this respect each particle can be represented as a rigid bulk disc of radius r (in
the reference distance). Depending on the phenomena we would like to reproduce,
the velocity field is in general affected by many ingredients such as a singular
propulsion potential, a ”goal gradient” (due for instance to an exit strategy), a
free energy term, etcetera. Here we neglect these additional contributions (that
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would be implemented in the model lately) and concentrate on a velocity field of
convolution type. This choice relies on the fact that in a crowded flow the velocity
of each particle tends to average with those of the neighbouring ones. Despite the
fact that a realistic model should take into account stochastic effects in the evo-
lution of the particles, we will only consider the deterministic case. Let us quote
that such a model has been largely studied in literature both from a macroscopic
and a microscopic point of you, we quote here the work by Venel and Maury [3]
and we refer to [7, 2] for an (incomplete) list of references.
More in details, let N ∈ N be fixed and, for i = 1, . . . , N , let xi(t) ∈ Rd
denote the position of the i-particle at time t. In order to have a microscopic flow
satisfying the rigid constraint, for a given time interval [0, T ], we assume that the


















|xi(t)− xj(t)| ≥ rN ∀j 6= i
i = 1, . . . , N,
whereH and u1, . . . , uN are Carathéodory functions defined on [0, T ]×Rd with val-
ues in Rd, and rN is a fixed positive quantity to be chosen later. Here (the convolu-
tion with) H is the natural spontaneous velocity of the i-particle suitably modified
by the field ui that accounts for the non-congestion constraint. Moreover the ini-
tial positions {xN0,i}, i = 1, . . . , N satisfy the condition |x0,i − x0,j | ≥ rN ∀j 6= i.
Let us discuss shortly the meaning of last equation in (1): the positive number rN
depends on N and stands for the minimal distance at which particles are allowed
to stay. In the model proposed by Maury and Venel in [3] rN = r for every N ,
but that seems unlikely to give rise to something meaningful at the macroscopic
scale, where particles can stay arbitrarily close and only density constraints are
prescribed. We can thus already see that it ought to be
rN → 0 as N → +∞.
As we are interested in establishing the existence of non-congested flow a natural
choice is rN ∼ 1/N 1d .
We treat locally Lipschitz vector fields, almost uniformly in time. For such
velocities we select ui of the form u(t, xi(t)), for u : [0, T ] × Rd → Rd as regular
as H (see [8]). Existence (and uniqueness) of solutions of the first two equations
in (1) for a given time interval [0, T ] when u,H ∈ W 1,∞ is in a sense classical. It
remains to prove that we can choose the control u in order to satisfy the constraint
(2) |xi(t)− xj(t)| ≥ rN ∀j 6= i i = 1, . . . , N
for any time t in the existence interval [0, T ].
To this aim we introduce at each step N a functional JN that is finite only on
control u such that (2) is satisfied and that penalizes the Lp-norm of u for some
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p > 1 and we simply request that the control uN is such that JN (uN ) < +∞ (see
[6]).
Once existence and compactness of solutions of (1) are established we will study







δxNi (t), for all t ∈ [0, T ],
and taking advantage of the compactness and structure theorems in Ambrosio-
Gigli-Savare’ for measure-valued absolutely continuous curves (see [1]). Hence,
up to subsequences, we take the limit as N → +∞ in the Wasserstein space of
probabilities of the solutions of the discrete convolution-type ODE systems (1).
This procedure, also known as mean-field limit, allows us to prove for both models
the validity of a continuity equation satisfied by the mean field limit. More in
detail, the limit measure valued-curves ρ(t, x) are connected with solution of the







(t, x) = −div((H ∗ ρ)ρ)
ρ(0, x) = ρ0(x),
with the additional feature that the probability measures ρ(t, ·) remain absolutely
continuous w.r.t. the Lebesgue measure for any time t, and their densities satisfy
(4) ρ(t, ·) ∈ L∞(Ω) for any t ∈ [0, T ].
Clearly, for a general potential H (or kernel K), we cannot expect solutions of (3)
to avoid congestion effects, thus, in order to ensure the validity of the bound (4),
our discrete model introduces at the microscopic level the drift terms uN .
Once we prove the existence of mean field limits, the limit equation (3) should
be modified accordingly, in order to take into account the presence of a control








(t, x) = −div((H ∗ ρ+ u)ρ)
ρ(0, x) = ρ0(x)
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Hyperuniformity on the Sphere
Peter J. Grabner
(joint work with Johann S. Brauchart and Wöden B. Kusner)
Hyperuniformity has been introduced in [9] as a concept to measure the transition
between order and disorder in physical materials. The general idea is to assess
intermediate states between perfect crystalline order, quasi-crystalline order, in-
termediate configurations like jammed packings, and the disorder in amorphous
materials by measuring the local density fluctuations expressed by the number
variance introduced below. The original work on the subject deals with idealised
infinite particle systems.
Our work starts the investigation of a similar concept for sequences of finite
point sets on compact spaces, especially the sphere Sd ⊂ Rd+1. The notion of
hyperuniformity can either be used to analyse the finer distribution behaviour of
deterministically constructed point sets (see [4]) as well as to describe the local
behaviour of point processes (see [5]). It turns out that determinantal point pro-
cesses typically exhibit hyperuniform samples, whereas the notion is built so that
i.i.d. random points will be recognised as non-hyperuniform.
We use the notation
C(x, φ) = {y ∈ Sd | 〈x,y〉 > cosφ}
for the spherical cap with center x and opening angle φ.
Definition 1 (Number variance). Let XN be a point process on the sphere S
d
sampling N points. The number variance of XN for caps of opening angle φ is
given by




− (EXN (C(·, φ)))2 .
If the process XN is rotation invariant, the implicit integration with respect to the
center of the cap C(·, φ) can be omitted.
Throughout the paper we write σ(C(φ)) for the normalised surface area of the
cap.
Definition 2 (Hyperuniformity). Let XN be a point process on the sphere S
d
sampling N points. The process (XN ) is called
• hyperuniform for large caps if
(2) V (XN , φ) = o (N) as N → ∞
for all φ ∈ (0, π2 ) ;
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• hyperuniform for small caps if
(3) V (XN , φN ) = o (Nσ(C(φN ))) as N → ∞
and all sequences (φN )N∈N such that
(1) limN→∞ φN = 0
(2) limN→∞Nσ(C(φN )) = ∞, which is equivalent to φNN 1d → ∞ for
N → ∞.
• hyperuniform for caps at threshold order if
(4) lim sup
N→∞
V (XN , tN
− 1
d ) = O(td−1) as t→ ∞.
The O(td−1) in (4) could be replaced by the less strict o(td) in a more
general setting.
Remark 1. Notice that the definition for processes XN includes the case of deter-
ministically constructed point sets by just concentrating the measure on the specified
point set XN . The variances used in the definition are then obtained by integrating
(#(XN ∩ C(x, φ)) −Nσ(C(x, φ)))2 with respect to x.
Remark 2. The definition of hyperuniformity is designed so that the number
variance of a hyperuniform point set in any of the three regimes is of smaller order
than the corresponding number variance of i.i.d. random points. This singles out
sequences of i.i.d. random point sets as non-hyperuniform.
In [4] it has been shown that hyperuniformity in any of the three regimes implies
asymptotic uniform distribution. Furthermore, it has been shown that sequences
of spherical t-designs of minimal growth order (see [3]), as well as QMC-designs
(see [6]), and point sets maximising the sum of mutual distances (see [7, 8]) are
hyperuniform.
In [5] it has been shown that the spherical ensemble on S2 (see [1]), the harmonic
ensemble on Sd (see [2]), as well as jittered sampling processes are hyperuniform
for all three regimes. Furthermore, it is shown that the jittered sampling process
is a determinantal process.
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Finite crystallization in the hexagonal lattice for ionic dimers
Leonard Kreutz
(joint work with Manuel Friedrich)
The crystallization problem (see [1] for a review) is the challenge to prove rigor-
ously that global minimizers of certain configurational energies arrange in periodic
structures. We contribute to this fundamental mathematical question by investi-
gating particle systems consisting of two different atomic types, also called dimers.
We follow the framework of molecular mechanics of configurational energy min-
imization. Identifying configurations of n particles with their respective positions
{x1, . . . , xn} ⊂ R2 and additionally with their types {q1, . . . , qn} ∈ {−1,+1}n our
goal is to determine global minimizers of a corresponding interaction energy of the
form












Vr(|xi − xj |).
The potentials Va and Vr are short ranged attractive repulsive and respectively
short ranged purely repulsive potentials. Under suitable assumptions on the at-
tractive and the repulsive potential we show that each global minimizers of the
configurational energy is essentially a connected subset of the hexagonal lattice
with the two atomic types alternating, see e.g. Fig 2. However for small n other
Figure 2. A hexagonal groundstate
polygons may occur in the bond graph of minimizers and thus fine geometric
characterizations of minimizers need to be employed in order to prove the crys-
tallization result for n big enough. Next we are able to characterize the minimal
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energy explicitly. It coincides with the one in [3] where the crystallization of car-
bon structures in the plane has been investigated. Finally we characterize the
net charge, that is the (signed) difference of the number of the two atomic types.
Analysing the deviation of configurations from the hexagonal Wulff shape [2], we
prove that for ground states consisting of n particles the net charge is at most
of the order O(n1/4) where the scaling is sharp. All the presented results are
contained in [4].
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Energy minimization of 2D incommensurate heterostructures
Mitchell Luskin
(joint work with Paul Cazeaux, Daniel Massatt)
We derive and analyze a novel approach for modeling and computing the mechani-
cal relaxation of incommensurate 2D heterostructures. Our approach parametrizes
the relaxation pattern by the compact local configuration space rather than real
space, thus bypassing the need for the standard supercell approximation and giving
a true aperiodic atomistic configuration. Our model extends the computationally
accessible regime of weakly coupled bilayers with similar orientations or lattice
spacing, for example materials with a small relative twist where the widely stud-
ied large-scale moire patterns arise. Our model also makes possible the simulation
of multi-layers for which no interlayer empirical atomistic potential exists, such as
those composed of MoS2 layers, and more generally makes possible the simulation
of the relaxation of multi-layer heterostructures for which a planar moire pattern
does not exist.
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Atomistic potentials and the Cauchy-Born rule for carbon nanotubes
Edoardo Mainini
(joint work with Manuel Friedrich, Paolo Piovano, Ulisse Stefanelli)
In the framework of Molecular Mechanics, we describe the interaction of n particles
x1, . . . , xn in R
3 by means of classical atomistic potentials including two- and three-
body terms, namely











Here, V2 is an attractive-repulsive potential of Lennard-Jones type that measures
bond lengths, whereas V3 is an angle potential that favors bond angles θijk of
120 degrees, in order to describe sp2 covalent bonds of carbon atoms in graphene.
Only distinct nearest-neighbor (NN) interactions are taken into account.
A carbon nanotube is an atom-thick cylindrical layer of carbon atoms, which
can be viewed as the result of rolling-up a graphene sheet. We show that specific
rolled-up hexagonal configurations, made by n particles lying on the surface of
a cylinder and exhibiting periodicity along the axis direction, provide local min-
imality for the energy E among spatial configurations with the same number of
particles. Moreover, such local minimizers are shown to be obtained by optimizing
among suitable one-parameter families of objective configurations.
We also consider nanotubes under moderate stretching. In presence of applied
axial tension, we still show existence of a periodic local minimizer so that the
atoms follow the macroscopic deformation. This provides a justification of the
elastic behaviour of carbon nanotubes in the small traction regime.
Crucial steps of the proof are a careful choice of the energy decomposition in
basic cell contributions, a detailed estimate of the behavior of the energy under
local symmetrization procedures and the analysis of lower dimensional problems
as detailed in [1], [2], [3].
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Collective dynamics through body attitude coordination
Sara Merino-Aceituno
(joint work with Pierre Degond, Amic Frouvelle, Ariane Trescases)
We present a new model for multi-agent dynamics where each agent is described
by its position and body attitude: agents travel at a constant speed in a given
direction and their body can rotate around it adopting different configurations.
Agents try to coordinate their body attitudes with the ones of their neighbours.
This model is inspired by the Vicsek model. The body position is described as a
rotation, i.e, once fixed a reference frame the body position is given as a rotation
of this frame. One of the vectors of the reference frame gives the direction of
motion while the other two give the relative position of the body with respect to
the direction of motion.
The goal of this talk will be to present this new flocking model, its relevance
and the derivation of the macroscopic equations from the particle dynamics. Two
approaches are considered: one in which rotations are described using rotation
matrices [1] and another using unitary quaternions [2]. Modelling is more natural
using rotation matrices but from a computational point-of-view, quaternions give
better performance and less memory usage.
Specifically, we present an individual based model for body attitude coordi-
nation given by the evolution over time of (Xk, Ak)k=1,...,N of N agents, where
Xk ∈ R3 is the position of agent k and Ak ∈ SO(3) is a rotation matrix giving its
body attitude. The evolution of the system is given by the following equations:
dXk(t) = v0Ak(t)e1dt,(1)







where the Stochastic Differential Equation is in Stratonovich sense; W kt is the







where K is a positive interaction kernel; ν, v0 and D are positive constants; e1 is
a vector; and PTA is the projection in SO(3) to the tangent space to A. The term
PD(M) denotes the orthogonal matrix obtained from the polar decomposition of
M . The equivalent model can be written using unitary quaternions and nematic
alignment. The macroscopic equations are complex and different from those of the
Vicsek model (where the particles only align and body attitude is not considered).
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Plastically deformed solids in continuum approximation
Franz Merkl
(joint work with Roland Bauerschmidt, Diana Conache, Markus Heydenreich,
Silke Rolles)
We analyze a toy model for the statistical mechanics of dislocation lines in 3 di-
mensions on a mesoscopic scale in the spirit of the Fröhlich-Spencer analysis of
the Villain model. The goal is to understand spontaneous breaking of linearized
rotational symmetry in the presence of dislocation lines.
Features of the model:
• model within equilibrium statistical mechanics: no dynamics
• positive, small temperature
• mesoscopic scale: no individual atoms in the model: local displacement
modeled by a smooth field
• linear elasticity theory used for elastic energy
• just for simplicity: isotropy assumption for quadratic elastic energy
• UV cutoff: dislocation lines supported on edges of a mesoscopic lattice
with edge set Λ, vertex set VΛ, not to be confused with an atomic lattice,
but smeared out with a form function ϕ with small support,
• Burgers vectors take values in a microscopic lattice Γ, not to be confused
with Λ.
• linearized rotational symmetry spontaneously broken
Basic objects in the model:
• a smooth field w : R3 → R3×3. Interpretation in the absence of disloca-
tions: Gradient field w = ∇u of the displacement field u : R3 → R3
• Burgers vector density bijk = ∂iwjk − ∂jwik, for short b = d1w.
• total energy H(w) = Hel(w) +Hdisl(d1w)
• symmetry and lower bound assumption: Hdisl(b) = Hdisl(−b) ≥ const‖b‖1
• locality assumption: Hdisl(b1 + b2) = Hdisl(b1) + Hdisl(b2) for supp b1 ∩
supp b2 = ∅
Discrete dislocation lines: Consider a finite subset of edges E ⊂ Λ, set of
vertices V .
• Just for bookkeeping purposes, associate a counting direction to every
edge, encoded in a signed incidence matrix σ : V × E → {0,±1}.
• Burgers vector field modeled by I : E → Γ with the Kirchhoff node rule
constraint
∑
e∈E σveIe = 0 for all v ∈ V . I = I(E) ⊂ ΓE : set of Burgers
vector fields with this constraint.
• associated vector valued current as a signed vector valued measure:
Jjk(I) =
∑
e∈E(ne)j(Ie)kλe, j, k ∈ {1, 2, 3}), where λe denotes the 1-dim
Lebesgue measure on e and ne the unit vector in counting direction of e.
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Linear model for elastic energy: Quadratic elastic energyHel with an isotropic









• Minimization over elastic degrees of freedom (corresponding to spin waves





















Linearized rotational symmetry: There are null directions in the energy func-
tionals corresponding to linearized rotational symmetry: Hel(w) = Hel(w+wconst)
and d1w = d1(w + wconst) for constant antisymmetric wconst ∈ R3×3.
Boundary condition “w compactly supported” breaks this linearized rotational
symmetry.
Lemma (Minimizer in L2 of the elastic energy): For any I ∈ I, there is
a bounded smooth function w∗(·, I) ∈ L2(R3,R3×3) such that for any sequence
(wn)n∈N in C∞c (R




H∗el(I) we have limn→∞ ‖wn − w∗(·, I)‖2 = 0.
Theorem (Spontaneous breaking of linearized rotational symmetry):






























w∗ij(x, I)− w∗ij(y, I)
)
≤ e−c1β .
Interpretation: Breaking of linearized rotational symmetry by boundary condi-
tions remains as a spontaneously broken symmetry in the thermodynamic limit.
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Steps for the proof:
• Minimization of the elastic energy in a suitable Sobolev space.
In the spirit of the analysis of the Villain model by Fröhlich and Spencer, the next
steps are:
• Sine-Gordon transformation (introduction of an auxiliary Gaussian field)
for the elastic energy,
• Cluster expansion of the free energy
• Bounding the observable w∗(x, I) with a variant of the dipole expansion
in magnetostatics
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Equilibrium Measures for Nonlocal Interaction Energies: The Role of
Anisotropy
Maria Giovanna Mora
(joint work with J.A. Carrillo, J. Mateu, L. Rondi, L. Scardia, J. Verdera)








defined on the class P(R2) of probability measures, where the interaction potential
Wα is given by










, x = (x1, x2) ∈ R2,
and α ∈ R. Here the parameter α has the role of tuning the strength of the
anisotropic component of Wα, making it more or less prominent.
The energy (1) arises as the Γ-limit of discrete interaction energies of systems










i − xj) + n
n∑
i=1
|xi|2, {xi} ⊂ R2,
with respect to the weak∗ convergence of the empirical measures 1n
∑
i δxi . There-
fore, Iα is the leading order or mean-field behaviour of the Hamiltonian Fn, and
the minimizers of Iα represent the mean-field description of the minimizers of Fn,
namely the equilibrium configurations at the mesoscale.
In the particular case where the anisotropy is switched off, namely for α = 0, the
minimizer is radial, and is given by the celebrated circle law µ0 :=
1
πχB1(0), the
normalized characteristic function of the unit disk. This result is now classical
and has been proved in a variety of contexts, from Fekete sets to orthogonal
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polynomials, from random matrices to Ginzburg-Landau vortices and Coulomb
gases (see, e.g., [1, 4]).
In the case α = 1, the energy I1 models interactions between edge dislocations
of the same sign. The minimizers of I1 were since long conjectured to be vertical
walls of dislocations, and this has been confirmed only very recently, in [3], where











on the vertical axis.
In this talk I showed that the minimizer of Iα can be explicitly characterized for
every α ∈ R. In particular, it turns out that the values α = ±1 are critical values
of the parameter, corresponding to maximal anisotropy, at which an abrupt change
in the dimension of the support of the minimizer occurs. Indeed, for α ∈ (−1, 1)














1 + α) :=
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that is, the normalized characteristic function of the region surrounded by an
ellipse. On the other hand, we show that for every α ≥ 1 the only minimizer of Iα
is the semi-circle law µ1 on the vertical axis, while for α ≤ −1 it is the semi-circle
law on the horizontal axis.
The result for α > 1 can be obtained by a simple comparison argument, and
for α < 0 by symmetry. For 0 ≤ α ≤ 1 we prove the minimality of µα by showing
that µα satisfies the Euler-Lagrange conditions
(Wα ∗ µα)(x) +
|x|2
2





(Wα ∗ µα)(x) +
|x|2
2
≥ Cα for every x ∈ R2,(4)
for some constant Cα. Those conditions are sufficient for minimality, since we
show that the energy Iα is strictly convex for −1 ≤ α ≤ 1.
To prove (3)–(4) we evaluate the convolution of the kernel Wα with the char-
acteristic function of the domain Ω(a, b) enclosed by a general ellipse of semi-axes
a and b. The logarithmic potential W0 ∗ χΩ(a,b) has been computed before in the
context of fluid dynamics [2]. The challenge is computing the anisotropic part
of the potential function Wα ∗ χΩ(a,b). The key observation is that a formula for
the anisotropic potential inside the ellipse can be deduced by differentiating the
logarithmic potential W0 ∗ χΩ(a,b) with respect to one of the semi-axes. With an
explicit formula forWα∗χΩ(a,b) inside Ω(a, b) at hand, condition (3) can be directly
checked. To show (4) we apply an argument based on the maximum principle for
harmonic functions.
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It is worth emphasizing the special role played by ellipses. On the one hand, in
fluid mechanics they provide one of the few explicit solutions of the incompressible
Euler equations (Kirchhoff ellipses). On the other hand, the characteristic func-
tion of the elliptical domains Ω(a, b) is one of the few measures µ for which the
convolution potential Wα ∗ µ can be explicitly computed.
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Microscopic validation of a variational model for epitaxially-strained
crystalline films
Paolo Piovano
(joint work with Leonard Kreutz)
A discrete model for crystalline films deposited on substrates in the presence of a
mismatch between the parameters of the film and the substrate crystalline lattices
is introduced, and a discrete-to-continuum passage is performed by Γ-convergence.
As the obtained Γ-limit is in agreement with literature continuum models [2, 3, 4],
the presented analysis represents also a microscopical justification of such models.
The discrete variational model is characterized by an energy denoted by Eε
that depends on triples (h, y, u) of functions defined with respect to a reference
lattice Lε, where ε > 0 is a rescaling parameter. More precisely, we choose the





3, 4), and c := (3
√
3, 2), and the functions h, y, u represent the film heights,
the bulk deformations, and the bulk displacements, respectively. We say that
h : ε
√














2 + εN i even,
εN i odd,
and we identify each discrete height h with a properly characterized lower-semi-
continuous piecewise constant interpolation over the interval (0, L). Thus, the set
Ω+h :=
{
(x1, x2) ∈ R2 : 0 < x1 < L, 0 < x2 < h(x1)
}
represents the region occu-
pied by films with height h, while Ω−=
{
(x1, x2) ∈ R2 : 0 < x1 < L,−R < x2 ≤ 0
}
,
for a fixed R > 0, is the substrate region. Furthermore, we call discrete deforma-
tion every function y : Lε(Ωh) → R2 where Lε(Ωh) := Lε∩Ωh with Ωh := Ω+h ∪Ω−,
and we assume that each deformation y is orientation-preserving (see [1]), i.e.,
det (y(x̃)− y(x), y(x̄)− y(x)) det (x̃− x, x̄− x) ≥ 0
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for every mutual nearest neighbors x, x̃, x̄ ∈ Lε(Ωh). Given a discrete deformation
y we refer to every u : Lε(Ωh) → R2 defined by u(x) = ε−1/2(y(x)− (Rx+ b)) for
some rotation R ∈ SO(2) and b ∈ R2, as a discrete displacement associated to y.
The ε-rescaled energy Eε is defined on discrete triples (h, y, u), i.e., triples
(h, y, u) where h is a discrete height, y a discrete deformation, and u a discrete
displacement associated to y, by















x̃ ∈ Lε(Ωh) \ {x} : |x̃− x| ≤ ε or |x̃± La/(5
√
3)− x| ≤ ε
}
de-
notes the set of nearest neighbors (with L-periodic condition) of x ∈ Lε(Ωh),
V εx (r) =
{
Kf




2 (r − 1)2 if x ∈ Ω−,
and γ(x) :=
{
γf if x ∈ Ω+h ,
γs if x ∈ Ω−,
for constants γf , γs,Kf ,Ks > 0, and the parameter λε > 0 represents the optimal
bonding distance for film atoms. Furthermore, we impose a ε-volume constraint on
discrete heights h, i.e., ‖h‖L1 = Vε for Vε ∈ ε2
√
3/2N chosen so that Vε → V > 0.
In order to perform a discrete-to-continuum analysis it is convenient to embed
the discrete triples (h, y, u) to the larger configurational space
X :=
{
(h, y, u) : h is l.s.c. with Varh < +∞, and y, u ∈ L2loc(Ωh;R2)
}
by identifying y and u with properly defined piecewise affine interpolations in Ωh,
and by extending Eε to be +∞ on non-discrete triples in X . We consider in
X the metrizable topology τX associated to the following notion of convergence:
(hε, yε, uε) → (h, y, u) ∈ X if yε → y and uε → u in L2loc(Ωh;R2), and R2 \ Ωhε
converge to R2 \Ωh with respect to the Hausdorff-distance. Furthermore, we work
in the small mismatch regime by assuming that ε−
1
2 (λε − 1) → η for some η ∈ R.
As a first results obtained by regrouping the elastic energy in triangular-cell
energies and by establishing a discrete rigidity estimate, it turns out that energy
equi-bounded sequences, i.e., sequences (hε, yε, uε) such that sup{Eε(hε, yε, uε) :
ε > 0} <∞, are pre-compact (apart from redefining the displacements associated
to yε) in X. The second presented result consists in the Γ-convergence as ε → 0
with respect to τX of the energies Eε to the continuum energy E defined in X by
E(y, u, h) =
{
F(y, u, h) if ‖h‖L1 = V and y = Rx+ b for some (R, b) ∈ SO(2) × R
2
+∞ otherwise,
where, if Γh is the graph of h and Γ
cut
h its cut portions, F(y, u, h) is given by
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Kf if x2 > 0,
Ks if x2 ≤ 0,
E0(x2, y) :=
{
η∇y if x2 > 0,




γf ∧ γs if x2=0,








∣∣). Notice that F is of
the same type as the model in [4] and its surface-density form allows to distinguish
the wetting from the dewetting regime as in [2, 3]. Moreover, it displays a mismatch
strain E0 that directly depends on the limit η of the ε-rescaled lattice mismatches.
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The emergence of structure as fluids freeze, and analogous phase
transitions
Charles Radin
For background a review was given of thermodynamic pressure/temperature phase
diagrams of simple matter, and the role of statistical mechanics as a bridge between
the many position/velocity variables of constituent molecules and the few variables
labeling the states of bulk matter in thermodynamic equilibrium. The example of
the hard sphere model was emphasized, simulations of which exhibit sharp melting
and freezing transitions between (crystalline) solid and (disordered) fluid phases,
without any attraction in the interaction.
It is an old unsolved problem to prove the existence of a thermodynamic
fluid/solid phase transition using statistical mechanics, for instance using the hard
sphere model. We considered a different, dynamical approach using nucleation
theory, which is supposed to model how molecules in a disordered fluid initiate re-
arrangement into a crystalline solid, upon ‘supercooling’. The probabilistic theory
is supposed to predict the existence of ‘critical size’ clusters of molecules; crys-
talline molecular clusters which are smaller in size generally shrink, larger ones
generally grow.
Classical nucleation theory has not yet been a reliable guide to the rate of
production and growth of critical nuclei, presumably because it is experimentally
difficult to directly study the nucleation process physically. Therefore we dis-
cussed two substitute regimes, with analogues of ‘ordered structure emerging from
disorder’ in the above traditional sense.
The first was a recent physical experiment, joint work with F. Rietz, H. Swinney
and M. Shroeter, on granular matter (‘bulk sand’) [1, 2], in which careful, gentle
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cyclic shear was found to drive the grains in a disordered bed of sand into critical
crystalline clusters of about 10 grains, which then turn the bed into a polycrys-
talline state. In other words, given an appropriate dynamics sand nucleates into a
crystalline form. There is ongoing development of a statistical theory of bulk sand
initiated in 1989 by Edwards and Oakshott [3], but in it the grains are static. The
recent experiment shows precisely how to introduce a physical dynamics, using
shear and gravity, to allow the grains to mix appropriately and produce a high-
density crystalline state. It is hoped that examination of the nucleation in this
experiment will now enable a reliable nucleation theory, at least for this type of
material.
The second analogue concerns the phase transitions, in large constrained net-
works, discovered in a recent series of papers joint with R. Kenyon, K. Ren and
L. Sadun [4, 5]. It is tempting to use the nucleation idea to study the transi-
tion between ordered and disordered phases found in this purely mathematical
setting: to study ‘how’ a graph typical of a disordered phase turns into one typi-
cal of a neighboring ordered phase. An ongoing project was described, joint with
J. Neeman and L. Sadun, in which an appropriate random dynamics is introduced
rearranging edges so as to drive the system between the phases.
The notion of Wulff shape was also discussed, appropriate for a finite but macro-
scopic material in a fluid or solid phase (rather than for coexisting phases, like an
ice cube in water, as is often done), and was illustrated by a recent granular
experiment by N. Sakai [6]. A formalism and open problems are discussed in [7].
Phase transitions in statistical mechanics have been a good source of mathemat-
ics. Nucleation theory is an associated dynamical theory. Its goal is to understand
how a microstate typical of one phase transforms into a microstate typical of a
neighboring phase. For materials made of molecules the theory is not in good
shape, and the two regimes we discussed, bulk sand and constrained networks,
provide tempting starting points for creation of a better mathematical framework.
Modeling Wulff shapes for pure phases is more advanced theoretically than the
above, with a plausible framework and open problems listed in [7].
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On the pattern formation for a family of functionals with
short-range/long-range interactions in competition
Eris Runa
(joint work with Sara Daneri)
Pattern formation is an ubiquitous phenomena in nature. It can be observed both
in experiments and numerical simulations. One of the most common situations in
which pattern formation occurs is the competition between a short-range attractive
and a long-range repulsive interaction. We will be most interested in the formation
of the periodic stripes. Some specific examples where one observes the formation
of periodic stripes are: colloidal systems, magnetic thin films, superconductors,
diblock copolymer, twinned martesites.
One of the main difficulties is that the minimizers are invariant under a smaller
group of symmetries than the functional itself (this is sometimes called symmetry
breaking in the literature).
We will consider a class of functionals with short-range/long-range interactions
and show that the minimizers are periodic stripes. In the continuous setting, to our
knowledge our result is the first example of a model with short-range/long-range
terms in competition such that the functional is invariant under permutation of co-
ordinates and the minimizers display a pattern formation which is one-dimensional.
Although the class of functionals for which periodic stripes are the minimizers
is larger, we will concentrate on the continuous case where the local term is the 1-
perimeter term and the nonlocal term is based on a kernel decaying with exponent
p ≥ d+ 2, being d the dimension of the underlying Euclidean space.



















The perimeter term acts as short-range attracting force and the long-range term
as repulsive long-range force.
In order to make our problem well-posed, we restrict the functional to [0, L)d-
periodic sets.
Assuming initially that E is composed of stripes, by using the reflection positiv-
ity technique, one can see that there exists h∗J such that periodic stripes of width
and distance h∗J are minimizers among sets composed of stripes.
In the following theorem, we show that periodic stripes are actually global
minimizers, as soon as L is an even multiple of h∗J .
Theorem 1. Let d ≥ 1, p ≥ d + 2. Then there exists τ0, such that for every
0 < Jc − J < τ0, one has that for every k ∈ N and L = 2kh∗J , the minimizers of
FJ,L are optimal periodic stripes.
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Some of the ingredients of the paper are: a two-scale analysis, a rigidity result
and application of the reflection positivity.
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Compactness for a Γ-development for discrete systems with
non-convex interaction potentials and external forces
Anja Schlömerkemper
(joint work with Marcello Carioni and Julian Fischer)
Passages from discrete to continuous systems of particles have been the sub-
ject of research with various approaches for many years. Here we focus on one-
dimensional particle systems with non-convex nearest-neighbour as well as next-
to-nearest neighbour interactions, which allow for the formation of cracks. The
novelty is that external forces are included; these may depend on the material
points or on the deformed configuration, i.e. on Lagrangian or Eulerian coordi-
nates. Hence the forces may be related to dead as well as live loads. The interest
in one-dimensional systems is three fold: they serve as toy models, avoid certain
mathematical problems of higher-dimensional systems and have applications in
linear atomic structures like carbon atom wires, see [1] for references and details.
Our analysis is based on methods involving Γ-convergence, which is a notion
of variational convergence. As pointed out in previous works, the Γ-limit as the
number of particles tends to infinity is not sufficient for describing cracks: it yields
an integral functional which is the contribution from the bulk energy that does
not show any information on the size of the crack. The reason for this is that
the integrand of the bulk term is the convex hull of an effective energy density
and consequently has infinitely many minimizers. This justifies the need for a
better approximation. Here we thus consider the so-called Γ-limit of first order,
which yields information on surface energies, i.e., on the energy needed during the
formation of cracks.
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The proof of the Γ-limit of first order requires the proof of a related compactness
result, which we provide in [1]. In the presence of external forces this requires a
novel method. Without external forces one compares the energy of a configuration
of particles to the global minimum of the Γ-limit without external forces. Here,
instead, we compare to the energy of a competitor in some subclass of functions
which are in a certain sense close to the configuration. The essential novelty is the
construction of such a suitable competitor and a careful analysis of their discrete
gradients, see again [1].
Furthermore we provide a detailed study of the minimizers of the Γ-limit with
external forces. Depending on the external force, we give a characterization of
the points of the domain where a non-elastic behaviour can occur. Moreover, we
study the size of a crack in relation to the external force. It turns out that the
minimizers have a certain regularity and that there is no region with a complete
compression.
In future work, a full proof of the Γ-limit of first order will be presented.
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Variational models, partial differential equations and machine learning
for mathematical imaging
Carola-Bibiane Schönlieb
Images are a rich source of beautiful mathematical formalism and analysis. Asso-
ciated mathematical problems arise in functional and non-smooth analysis, varia-
tional calculus, the theory and numerical analysis of partial differential equations,
harmonic, stochastic and statistical analysis, and optimisation. Starting with a dis-
cussion on the intrinsic structure of images and their mathematical representation,
in this lecture we learned about variational regularisation models in mathematical
imaging and their connection to partial differential equations, and went all the way
to the challenges of their mathematical analysis as well as the hurdles for solving
these - typically non-smooth- models computationally [16]. We presented several
applications of these approaches, among others applications in image segmenta-
tion [7, 12, 6], image fusion [3, 4] and motion-estimation [11]. We also showcased
some recent machine learning approaches to the solution of mathematical imaging
problems. The journey took us from bilevel learning for total variation type regu-
larisation models [8, 14, 5, 9, 10] to task-oriented learned iterative reconstruction
with neural networks [13, 1, 2] and adversarial regularisers [15], with applications
to image de-noising, computed tomography and Magnetic Resonance Imaging.
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(joint work with Konstantin Gubaev, Evgeny Podryabinkin, Gus L. W. Hart)
Atomistic simulations (such as molecular dynamics) is the largest consumer of
supercomputing time worldwide. Atomistic simulations rely on one of the two
models: very accurate and very computationally expensive quantum-mechanical
models that resolve electronic structure, and empirical interatomic models that
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postulate a simple functional form of interatomic interaction that is fast to com-
pute. Application of ideas of machine learning has recently been put forward as
a promising way to get the best out of these two models: accuracy of quantum
mechanics and computational efficiency of the interatomic potentials.
A simplified problem to consider in the context of machine-learning potentials
is the problem of interpolation of quantum-mechanical energies computed on a
structured or unstructured mesh in the space of atomic configurations. For a
machine-learning potential to be applicable to general systems, with thousands or
millions of atoms, locality is used to reduce the dimensionality of such a regression
problem. Locality is expressed through the assumption that the total energy is
partitioned into a sum of contribution of small atomic neighborhoods (tens of
atoms). This contribution as a function of relative positions of atoms in the
neighborhood will be called the interatomic potential. This regression problem
thus reduces to finding the best potential that reproduces the quantum-mechanical
data—this is a more general (and harder) problem than a simple interpolation since
the underlying quantum-mechanical potential is not given, only the total energy
is. In simple settings, where the interaction strength decay exponentially in space
[1], one can prove approximation bounds on such an approach to partitioning the
total energy. However, beyond such simple settings, it is an open problem what is
a good way to account for locality.
Imagine a neighborhood of an atom with nearest and next-nearest neighbors
in a face-centered cubic lattice. This central atom has n = 18 neighbors and the
potential V thus depends on 3n = 54 independent parameters u = (ui)i=1,...,n,
ui ∈ R3. This dimensionality is still large, however, as we will see, physical
symmetries come to rescue. Moment Tensor Potentials (MTPs) used in the work
are constructed as polynomials of atomic positions relative to the position of the
central atom in an environment. The actual basis functions of atomic environments
are polynomials post-processed to ensure a smooth cutoff when an atoms leaves the
environment. It turns out that requiring these polynomials to be invariant with
respect to rotation, reflection, and permutation invariance reduces the number of
polynomial parameters drastically. For example, there are (3n + 1)2/2 = 1540
monomials of degree 2 or less, but only two linearly independent polynomials
are invariant, p1(u) = 1 and p2(u) =
∑n
i=1 |ui|2. The MTP potentials thus
constructed are described in detail in [4].
A potential V is defined as a linear combination of the basis functions with
coefficients found from the training set—a set of configurations whose energies,
forces, and stresses are computed by a quantum-mechanical model. The prob-
lem one faces when trying to apply machine-learning potentials in practice is the
lack of transferability—a potential “easily finds” configurations “far away” from
the training set, on which the prediction involves some kind of extrapolation and
therefore is not reliable. We are solving this problem by active learning, namely
with a D-optimality criterion [3]. In a nutshell, we consider the vectors of ourN in-
variant basis functions as descriptors of atomic configurations in an N -dimensional
space. We impose the restriction that the training set contains N configurations
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and define the quality of the training set as the volume of the simplex based on
vectors corresponding to the N training configurations. We say that prediction on
a new configuration involves extrapolation if, by definition, we can replace some
training configuration by a new configuration such that the volume of the simplex
increases. Hence, our strategy of assembling the training on the fly is to include all
extrapolative configurations into the training set. This way we avoid extrapolation
in practical applications.
Take the problem of construction of convex hull of thermodynamically stable
alloy structures. The state-of-the-art approach consists of using thousand to few
thousands of crystal prototypes—a set of very carefully chosen structures equili-
brating which using the density functional theory (DFT) would likely yield low-
energy structures on the convex hull. With the actively learning MTP, it is possible
to expand the pool of candidate structures to hundred thousand configurations,
equilibrate them while simultaneously learning the interatomic potential, and thus
screen out all but a few thousands structures that can be equilibrated on DFT. As
a result, one obtains an improved convex hull with a 100-fold speedup as compared
to the scenario when all the initial structures are equilibrated with DFT [2].
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Variational problems of machine learning and their continuum limits
Dejan Slepčev
(joint work with Xavier Bresson, Jeff Calder, Marco Caroccia, Antonin
Chambolle, Nicolás Garćıa Trillos, Moritz Gerlach, Matthias Hein, Thomas
Laurent, Andrew Stuart, Matthew Thorpe, James von Brecht )
We discussed variational problems arising in machine learning and their limits
as the number of data points goes to infinity. Consider point clouds obtained as
random samples of an underlying ”ground-truth” measure. Graph representing the
point cloud is obtained by assigning weights to edges based on the distance between
the points. Many machine learning tasks, such as clustering and semi-supervised
learning, can be posed as minimizing functionals on such graphs [1, 13, 14, 18].
We consider functionals involving graph cuts [10, 12], graph Laplacians [4, 11],
graph p-Laplacians [3, 16], higher-order graph fractional laplacians [7], Mumford-
Shah functionals on graphs [5, 15] and their limits as the number of data points
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goes to infinity. In particular we establish under what conditions the minimizers
of discrete problems have a well defined continuum limit.
To do so we combine techniques of calculus of variations, in particular Γ-
convergence [2, 6], optimal transportation [9], probability and statistics.
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Discrete-to-Continuum Limits of p-Laplacian Regularisation in
Semi-Supervised Learning on Graphs
Matthew Thorpe
(joint work with Dejan Slepčev)
The talk concerns how a family of regression problems in a semi-supervised setting
behaves in the large data limit. The task is to assign real-valued labels to a set
Xn = {xi}ni=1 ⊂ Rd of n sample points, provided a small training subset of N
labelled points, i.e. we are given labels {yi}Ni=1 on the first N data points.. We
pose the problem on a graph G = (Xn,W ) where Xn form the nodes of the graph
and W = (Wij)
n
i,j=1 are edge weights. More precisely, we use random geometric
graphs where one defines a connectivity radius ε and weights by








A prototypical example is η(t) = 1 if |t| ≤ 1 and η(t) = 0 for |t| > 1, so that the
graph has positive weights only when nodes are closer than ε. In order to localise
the geometry we choose ε = εn and let εn → 0 as n→ ∞.
We use an objective functionals which rewards the regularity of the estimator
function and imposes agreement with the training data. In particular, we consider







The variational problem we consider is
minimise E(p)n (f) subject to f(xi) = yi for all i = 1, . . . , N.
If data points xi are independently sampled from a probability measure µ ∈
P(Rd) with density ρ then a formal argument shows that the pointwise limit of
E(p)n is




with probability one. In the n→ ∞ the choice of η in the weights is present only
through the constant σ (at least for isotropic weights).
The question we ask is whether the constrained minimisers of E(p)n converge to
constrained minimisers of E(p)∞ as n → ∞ for N fixed. Clearly the constrained
limiting problem only makes sense for p > d. It is natural to ask whether this is
sufficient. As it turns out one needs to control the length scale εn. We uncover
a delicate interplay between the regularizing nature of the functionals considered
and the nonlocality inherent to the graph constructions. Our main result is that
constrained minimisers of E(p)n converge to constrained minimisers of E(p)∞ when
εpnn→ 0
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(the well posed regime) and when
εpnn→ ∞
constrained minimisers converge to constants (ill posed regime). The condition
εpnn → 0 implies an upper bound on εn. We introduce a new model which is as
simple as the original model, but overcomes this restriction.
The proof uses methods from the calculus of variations, namely Γ-convergence,
coupled with an optimal transport based metric where one can define the discrete-
to-continuum topology necessary to define a notion of convergence for functions
on the graph. Precise statements and proofs can be found in [1].
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On asymptotic gradient flow structures of PDE models with excluded
volume effects
Marie-Therese Wolfram
(joint work with Maria Bruna, Martin Burger and Helene Ranetbauer)
Cross diffusion systems arise naturally in the context of interacting multi-species
systems. These models have been used to describe bidirectional flows of pedes-
trians, differently charged particles in nanoscale pores or the motion of colloid
particles in suspensions. In all these applications the physical size of the particles
plays an important role in the dynamics and should be accounted for in the mean-
field limit. However in the presence of finite volume effects, the limiting passage
from the micro- to the macroscopic systems is still an open question. Different
mean-field systems were formally derived - they do have a different structure, but
all of them have cross diffusion terms. In addition they often lack a full gradient
flow (GF) structure (even though the microscopic system had a natural gradient
flow structure). The lack of such is caused by approximations made in the deriva-
tion, however the systems often agree with a GF up to a certain order of expansion.
We refer to such systems asymptotic gradient flow (AGF) in the following.
In this talk we discuss the notion of AGF for a cross diffusion system, which was
derived by Bruna and Chapman in [1] from a stochastic system of interacting
Brownian particles using the method of matched asymptotics. The system has
a GF structure in the symmetric case of all particles having the same size and
diffusivity and an AGF structure in general. However the ’closeness’ of the AGF
to a full GF can be used to study the behaviour of solution near the equilibrium. In
the special case of one species being stationary, the system reduces to a nonlinear
Fokker-Planck equation. This scalar equation has again an AGF structure. We
discuss its possible entropy-mobility pairs and compare their respective equilibrium
solutions with the stationary solution of the AGF and MC simulations of the
underlying particle system. Depending on the parameter regime considered, the
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different entropies match better or worse with the MC simulations. Apart from
their approximation quality, these entropies provide different a-priori estimates.
We discuss their advantages and disadvantages from the analytic perspective and
show how they can be used in different global in time existence results for the
respective AGF and GF structures.
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